First responders and law enforcement

By ZACH BYINGTON  
Staff reporter

Every home football game, from the players on the Purdue defense, a chant of "kill, kill, kill," emanates from the stands. On Saturday, for the first time in 2023, it was a loud and unapologetic call to celebrate the Purdue victories.

"It is a way for us to try and show that we support the players," said Khaled Parsa, a junior at Purdue. "It makes the players feel loved and wanted.""I turned around and saw everyone doing it, and I started to get a little scared," said Taylor Thompson, a senior in the Purdue interior design program. "I thought people might be upset, but I didn't know it would be this big of a deal.""I think it's really important to have a fanbase, because at the end of the day that's what the players are playing for," said Goodman. "I think it's important to understand that Ross-Ade is a leadership role," Anderson said. "First responders have to almost double their workforce to manage the increase in traffic. This year, that destination was a football game day, and its impact, are inescapable."The fire station is in the middle of the stadium, and while fans may not be aware of it, it's a critical part of the operation. "But during the games against Illinois and Minnesota, we had to almost double our workforce to manage the increase in traffic," Anderson said. "That includes both of Purdue's athletic teams and the police department to run dispatch and the unified incident command."The morning before the game, the Purdue Fire Department meets around 6 a.m. to discuss the game plan, including who will be working and where. "I think it's really important to understand that First responders work for this," said Goodman. "It's one of the events that get the most attention from the community."The Purdue Fire Department has been involved in almost every major event at the stadium over the years, including power outages, structural integrity issues, and even a small fire in the student section in the south end zone. "We have a lot of respect for the people who work in the stadium," said Parsa. "They have to be ready to respond at any moment."The fire station is staffed with at least two firefighters and a medic, and they are always prepared for any situation that may arise. "We are always ready to respond to any emergency," said Parsa. "Our goal is to keep everyone safe and secure throughout the game day, so that good things can happen."For the Wisconsin game, "I had to do a couple different things," said Taylor. "One of them was getting a banner to the north side, and another was setting up a banner for the team's entrance.""I think it's really important to have a fanbase, because at the end of the day that's what the players are playing for," said Goodman. "I think it's important to understand that Ross-Ade is a leadership role.""First responders have to almost double their workforce to manage the increase in traffic," Anderson said. "That includes both of Purdue's athletic teams and the police department to run dispatch and the unified incident command."The morning before the game, the Purdue Fire Department meets around 6 a.m. to discuss the game plan, including who will be working and where. "I think it's really important to understand that First responders work for this," said Goodman. "It's one of the events that get the most attention from the community."The Purdue Fire Department has been involved in almost every major event at the stadium over the years, including power outages, structural integrity issues, and even a small fire in the student section in the south end zone. "We have a lot of respect for the people who work in the stadium," said Parsa. "They have to be ready to respond at any moment."The fire station is staffed with at least two firefighters and a medic, and they are always prepared for any situation that may arise. "We are always ready to respond to any emergency," said Parsa. "Our goal is to keep everyone safe and secure throughout the game day, so that good things can happen."
Purdue Volleyball has yet to win a weekend game ahead of them. Sitting right below the No. 1 Boilermakers in the Big Ten, several other teams are competitive. "There's not a lot of separation in the conference," said Elijah Bryant, a survey representative. "It's really close in the South, followed by the Midwest, and Northeast."
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